
G2 Lauds Konstant Infosolutions for Being
Mobile App Innovation Game-Changer
Exclusive G2 research has revealed the
most popular platform for mobile app
development globally, check the
respective rankings and milestones!

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, February 4, 2020
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Outstaring its
opponents, Konstantinfo has paved its
way from a bricklayer to an
organization architect. A problem
solver to an agenda-setter. Hire our
HTML5 developers to relish a rich
standard markup experience in
creating interaction business webpages
and web applications. We have PHP
Framework experts, full-stack
developers, experts in iOS and Android
App Development to reveal the
uniqueness and remarkability of
brands. Konstant helps them define,
create and durably enhance their
presence. Get visually appealing
websites, well-rendered across both
desktops and smartphones.  

Konstant knavishly decouples all
connectivity and dependencies of their
app with previous platforms to set up
new ones. Ensuring seamless
performance and maximum user
engagement identical with that of a
native mobile application that runs
faster across multiple platforms with
minimal effort – offline browsing, push
notifications, data analysis, and easy
distribution channels are other unique
features that we integrate into web
apps. These are secure, fresh,
progressive, responsive, linkable, non-
installable (most of the times) and
discoverable.

We specialize in building native and
cross-platform mobile apps with HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript in an open-source

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.konstantinfo.com


http://bit.ly/2uoY5gt

development framework, thus enabling users to update existing
code with a device-specific compiled language. This presents a
perfect solution for those applications that run on multiple
environments like iPhone, Android, Windows Mobile, etc., and
multiple devices with a single codebase. We are custom mobile
app development service providers with a low key, formal but less
invasive approach. Know the latest rankings of top mobile app
development companies by G2 here.

The owners of Konstant bring a wealth of expertise with particular
strengths in IT development. As they chose to render a verdict on
certain specific factual issues in software development, “Being the
most important visitor on our premises, our customers’ are part
of our business and an opportunity for us to work!”

About G2

G2 features major service providers in mobile app development.
They firmly believe that every job is a self-portrait of the
person/organization who does it and thus rank the ones who
autograph it with their excellence. Major categories that they have
been listing across comprise of CRM software, Project
Management software, Expense Management Software, Business
Management Software, Video Conferencing Platforms, online
Backup Software, E-Commerce platforms, Accounting Software,
ERP Systems, Marketing Automation Software, etc. 

About Konstant

Konstant Infosolutions (branded as Konstantinfo) underwent a stunning transformation under
the mentorship of Mr. Vipin Jain and Mr. Manish Jain over the past 16 years as premier Mobile
App Development Agency across the globe. From being a startup venture to an established
service provider, it has been listed by major global research firms for its distinguished work in
various domains.

Check out Konstantinfo latest blogs:
https://www.konstantinfo.com/blog/tinder-alternatives-best-dating-apps-like-tinder/
https://www.konstantinfo.com/blog/animations-for-mobile-apps/
https://www.konstantinfo.com/blog/cost-determinants-for-on-demand-house-painting-app/
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